employment data into a single observation for each quarterly sample of GDP data. One way to do this is to take a simple average of the three monthly samples. The higher-frequency data would then be entered into the regression as a simple average along with the lower-frequency data.
Such simple averaging is the most common method of time-aggregating higher-frequency variables; however, in principle, one could use any (normalized) weighting function. For example, each intra-quarter observation could be assigned a different coefficient (henceforth, step weighting). While this may be tractable when mixing quarterly and monthly observations, other sampling frequencies may be problematic. With parsimony in mind, Ghysels, Santa-Clara, and Valkanov (2004) propose a general framework called mixed data sampling (MIDAS) to use when a forecaster wants to estimate a small number of hyperparameters relative to the sampling rate of the higher-frequency vari-F orecasting macroeconomic variables is an important task for central banks, financial firms, and any other entity whose outcome depends on business cycle conditions. Unfortunately, many important macroeconomic indicators are not sampled at the same frequency. For example, gross domestic product (GDP) data are sampled quarterly, employment and inflation data are sampled monthly, and most interest rate data are sampled daily. Forecasting models, however, generally require data to be of the same frequency. This presents a small, yet manageable, problem for the econometrician, for which several solutions are available.
In this article, we examine a few common solutions to the mixed-frequency problem. In most cases, forecasters time-aggregate higherfrequency data to match the sampling rate of lower-frequency data. For example, a forecaster may time-aggregate three monthly samples of Michelle T. Armesto and Kristie M. Engemann are senior research associates and Michael T. Owyang is a research officer at the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. The authors benefited from conversations with Eric Ghysels and Robert Rasche. The authors thank Arthur Sinko for sharing code. able (in particular, daily versus monthly sampling). Ghysels, Santa-Clara, and Valkanov (2004) employ (exogenously chosen) distributed lag polynomials as weighting functions.
MIDAS models have been used to forecast quarterly series using monthly or weekly data. For example, Clements and Galvão (2008) introduced a common factor to the MIDAS model with an autoregressive (AR) component. They found that their model provided better forecasts at short horizons-especially within-quarter horizonsthan a benchmark AR or an AR distributed-lag model. Kuzin, Marcellino, and Schumacher (2009) used monthly series to forecast euro-area quarterly GDP. They compared the performance of the AR-MIDAS model of Clements and Galvão (2008) to a vector autoregression (VAR) and found that the AR-MIDAS model performed better near one-quarter horizons, while the VAR model performed better near three-quarter horizons. Galvão (2007) included a MIDAS framework in a smoothtransition autoregression to allow for changes in a higher-frequency variable's forecasting ability. Her model improved forecasts of quarterly GDP when using weekly short-term interest rate and stock returns data along with term spread data, sometimes up to horizons of two or three years.
Other studies have used daily or intra-daily data to forecast quarterly data. Tay (2006) used daily stock returns in three models to forecast quarterly GDP growth: an AR model and a MIDAS model, which both included higher-frequency data, and a benchmark model. He found that for the early 2000s, his MIDAS model outperformed his benchmark model by 20 to 30 percent, while his AR model using stock returns over a specified period performed even better. Ghysels, SantaClara, and Valkanov (2006) used daily and intradaily stock returns in a MIDAS model to predict future stock-return volatility. Compared with their benchmark model, using high-frequency returns (especially the sum of 5-minute absolute returns data) improved the forecasts by up to 30 percent for horizons of up to four weeks. Ghysels and Wright (2009) included changes in daily interest rates in a MIDAS model to predict upcoming quarterly releases from the Survey of Professional Fore casters. Andreou, Ghysels, and Kourtellos (2010a) found that incorporating daily factors (obtained from using financial data in a dynamic factor model) improved the forecasting ability of their MIDAS model for some horizons.
There are other methods for mixing frequencies. Although we will not examine them all in detail, we note a few. For example, one could treat the lower-frequency series as though the data existed but were missing, that is, conduct the forecasting regression at the higher frequency and use forecasted observations of the lower-frequency variable for dates with no actual observation. The obvious question, though, is how to construct the missing data. Fernández (1981) , for example, suggests interpolation. Recently, Eraker et al. (2008) used similar methods in a Bayesian framework. One could also employ the Kalman filter to construct the missing data (e.g., Fulton, Bitmead, and Williamson, 2001) or construct factors (e.g., Giannone, Reichlin, and Small, 2008; Aruoba, Diebold, and Scotti, 2009; and Camacho and PerezQuiros, 2010) . Bai, Ghysels, and Wright (2010) discuss the link between the MIDAS regressions covered in this article and the Kalman filter.
In this article, we use simple time averaging, a step-weighting function, and exponential Almon polynomial MIDAS to forecast the following variables using the noted data as the predictor: (i) quarterly GDP growth, using its own lags and monthly employment growth rates, (ii) monthly inflation, using its own lags and daily interest rates, (iii) monthly industrial production (IP) growth, using its own lags and daily interest rates, and (iv) monthly employment growth, using its own lags and daily interest rates. These cases demonstrate how the three methods differ when the difference between the higher and lower sampling frequencies is increased. We then test these forecasts out-of-sample to provide a rough assessment of the performance of each method.
The balance of the paper is constructed as follows: The next section describes the data and forecasting environment and introduces the notation. The following section describes the three forecasting methods used. The subsequent two sections present results from the forecasting experiments: The first compares the performance of the three methods using end-of-period data; the second evaluates the performance of MIDAS using intra-period data. The final section offers some concluding remarks.
THE FORECASTING ENVIRONMENT AND NOTATION
Before proceeding, a number of essential elements must be addressed: notation, forecast evaluation techniques, and the data.
The problem of mixed sampling frequencies is exemplified in Figures 1 and 2 . Figure 1 shows quarterly GDP and monthly employment growth rates for the period 1980 to mid-2009: As is typical, the monthly employment observations fluctuate between the quarterly GDP observations. Figure 2 shows how daily federal funds rate observations similarly fluctuate between monthly consumer price index (CPI) inflation observations.
When comparing across modeling environments, it is important to use common notation. In the econometric procedures that follow, our objective is to forecast a lower-frequency variable, Y, sampled at periods denoted by time index t. Past realizations of the lower-frequency variable are denoted by the lag operator, L. For example, if Y t is the monthly inflation rate, then the inflation rate one month prior would be the first lag of Y t , LY t = Y t -1 , two months prior would be L 2 Y t = Y t -2 , and so on.
In addition to lags of Y, we are interested in the information content of a higher-frequency variable, X, sampled m times between samples of Y (e.g., between t -1 and t ). 1 L HF denotes the lag operator for the higher-frequency variable. If X t is the daily federal funds rate, then L HF X t denotes the one-day-before-t realization of the federal funds rate (i.e., the last day of the previous month). If X t is monthly employment growth used to forecast quarterly GDP, then L HF X t denotes the employment growth rate of the last month of the previous quarter. Figure 3 depicts the forecast timeline, which for simplicity shows one-period-ahead forecasts.
Generalization to longer horizons should be obvious. Assume that at time t we are interested in forecasting Y t +1 , the circled observation on the timeline. Standard forecasting experiments would use data available through time t; this is depicted in the gray section of the timeline. We perform such end-of-period forecasting experiments using each of the three methods noted above. The blue section of the timeline depicts information that becomes available during the t +1 period (i.e., leads); this information may be relevant for forecasting Y t +1 . Using the MIDAS method, we perform intra-period forecasting experiments using both the data specified in the gray section and that in the blue section. For the end-of-period and intra-period forecasting experiments, we provide results from a rolling-window scheme (i.e., the in-sample estimation period is a fixed number of periods, T ) and results from a recursive scheme (i.e., the in-sample estimation uses all available data up to period t ). We compute root mean-squared errors (RMSEs) to compare across forecasts.
Data
To compare the three methods for timeaggregating higher-frequency data, we use two different sets of sampling rates (i.e., monthly data to forecast quarterly data and daily data to forecast monthly data). In all cases, we use lags of the forecasted variable in addition to a single predictor. Generalization to multiple predictors is straightforward. First, we compare forecasts of the quarterly GDP growth rate using the monthly payroll employment growth rate as the predictor. Then, we compare forecasts of the monthly CPI inflation growth rate, monthly IP growth rate, and monthly employment growth rate using daily predictors: the daily effective federal funds rate for CPI inflation and the daily term spread (which is the difference between the 10-year Treasury note yield and the 3-month Treasury bill yield) for IP and employment. Each vintage of real-time data is seasonally adjusted and thus uses a different set of seasonal factors.
In most forecasting experiments, one wishes to use data available at the time the forecaster would have constructed the forecasts, thus, prior to potential revisions (see, for example, Croushore, 2005 and and Croushore and Stark, 2001) . We, therefore, use real-time data (detailed below) for the GDP growth rate, employment growth rate, CPI inflation rate, and IP growth rate. Interest rates are not revised, thus their initial data releases are used. We assume that the goal of the forecaster is to predict the true values of the variables. We also assume that the most recent data vintages of the variables are the true value and use these vintages to compute the forecast errors. 2 For our forecasting experiments, the data we use are log growth rates of the seasonally adjusted annual rate of nominal GDP from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, seasonally adjusted nonfarm payroll employment and seasonally adjusted CPI from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and seasonally adjusted IP from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. We also use interest rate data from the Board of Governors. The real-time data vintages (from ArchivaL Federal Reserve Economic Data) used are December 1990 through September 2009. For the monthly forecasts using daily data, our initial in-sample estimations run from July 1975 to November 1990 and the out-ofsample forecasts begin in December 1990. For the GDP forecasts using employment data, our insample estimations run from the third quarter of 1975 to the fourth quarter of 1990 and the out-ofsample forecasts begin in the first quarter of 1991.
TIME AGGREGATION
This section describes the three methods we use to time-aggregate higher-frequency data for use in forecasting lower-frequency variables.
Time Averaging
One solution to the problem of mixed sampling frequencies is to convert higher-frequency data to match the sampling rate of the lowerfrequency data. The simplest method is to compute the simple average of the observations of X that occur between samples of the lower-frequency variable:
With the two variables Y t and -X t in the same time domain, our regression approach is simply (1) where the γ j s are the slope coefficient on the time-averaged Xs. Notice that the third term in equation (1) employs the higher-frequency lag operator, indicating that we are using, for example, the prior jth month's average of daily X t s.
Step Weighting
The previous method assumes the slope coefficients on each of the individual observations of X are equal. Alternatively, one could assume that each of the slope coefficients for each k sampling of X are unique. This model, including one lag of the predictor X ͑n = 1͒, is
where {γ k } m k=1 represents a set of slope coefficients for all k.
This representation has two potential difficulties. First, the pattern of slope coefficients (and, thus, the weights on each of the lagged intermediate samplings) is unconstrained. One might have the prior belief, for example, that more weight should be given to the samples of X that are more contemporaneous to the observed Y. 3 Second, as the sampling rate, m, increases, equation (2) leads to parameter proliferation. For example, for data sampled at a monthly frequency for use in a quarterly model with one lag, m = 3, and the number of parameters is manageable. In contrast, for data sampled at a daily frequency for use in a monthly model with one lag, assuming m = 20, for instance, means that 20 different slope coefficients must be estimated.
Thus, once the model is extended to multiple lags, the number of parameters could become quite large. The most general model is (3) which allows for up to n lower-frequency lags. This means we would have to estimate n × m = 4 × 20 = 80 parameters in the third term alone to forecast a monthly variable using four monthly lags of daily data. An alternative formulation preserves the within-month effects but allows for different effects across months: would have 24 parameters in the third term. Although these are fewer parameters than needed for equation (3), this number is large compared with that needed for equation (1) (our timeaveraging model) and could lead to overfitting. Corsi (2009, p. 181, footnote 11) provides an example of the use of step-weighting functions. Andreou, Ghysels, and Kourtellos (2010b) also discuss potential issues of step weighting (e.g., asymptotic biases and inefficiencies).
MIDAS
The time-averaging model is parsimonious but discards any information about the timing of innovations to higher-frequency data. The stepweighting model preserves the timing information but requires the user to estimate a potentially large number of parameters. To solve the problem of parameter proliferation while preserving some timing information, Ghysels, Santa-Clara, and Valkanov (2004) propose this MIDAS model:
where the function Φ͑k;θ ͒ is a polynomial that determines the weights for temporal aggregation.
The weighting function, Φ͑k;θ ͒, can have any number of functional forms; the desire here is to achieve flexibility while maintaining parsimony. Ghysels, Santa-Clara, and Valkanov (2004 , 2005 ) suggest, for example, a beta formulation: 
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is the standard gamma function. Figure 4 shows a few parameterizations of the beta polynomial weighting function. In particular, note that various parameterizations can obtain strictly decreasing or humped-shaped weighting functions. In addition, the rate of decay is governed by the parameterization. Simple time averaging is obtained when θ 1 = θ 2 = 1. Ghysels, Santa-Clara, and Valkanov (2005) and Ghysels, Sinko, and Valkanov (2007) also suggest an exponential Almon specification:
In this case, simple time averaging is obtained when θ 1 = θ 2 = 0. Figure 5 shows various parameterizations of the exponential Almon polynomial weighting function.
We can generalize the MIDAS specification to multiple lags of the predictor X: Φ ; , θ θ where M = m × n. In this case, lags of the predictor are incorporated by expanding the weighting polynomial. Obviously, this restricts the manner in which the predictor influences the forecast; however, if we believe the influence of the predictor should decay monotonically after a certain period, equation (7) is a useful representation with the additional benefit of being extremely parsimonious. 4
END-OF-PERIOD FORECASTING RESULTS
The preceding two sections propose a few solutions to the mixed-frequency problem. As with most forecasting problems, the efficacy of the model depends heavily on the nature of the forecasted data and the information available to the forecaster. Even across the models described here for time-aggregating higher-frequency data, Exponential Almon Polynomial Weighting Function one might expect each model's efficacy to depend on, among other things, the difference in the sampling rate and the number of variables included. For example, in models that rely on a large number of explanatory variables, the problem of parameter proliferation might be more evident; thus, the more-parsimonious models, time averaging (equation (1)) and MIDAS (equation (5)), may be favored. When sampling frequencies vary widely, one might expect the step-weighting model (equation (2)) to suffer from parameter proliferation and the time-averaging model (equation (1)) to suffer from a poor approximation to the truth. We test the three models' ability to forecast four macroeconomic variables using the noted data as the predictor: (i) quarterly GDP growth, using monthly employment growth data, (ii) monthly CPI inflation, using daily federal funds data, (iii) monthly IP growth, using daily term spread data, and (iv) monthly employment growth, using daily interest rate data. Tables 1 and 2 show the results at various horizons from our end-of-period forecasting experiments using a rolling-window scheme and a recursive scheme, respectively. For these experiments, we use only data up through the end of the previous month (when forecasting IP or employment) or quarter (when forecasting GDP). At the shortest horizon, the MIDAS and time-averaging models are almost identical except for forecasting GDP, for which MIDAS slightly outperforms time averaging. In contrast, MIDAS outperforms step weighting in all cases, even more so when using the term spread as a predictor rather than the federal funds rate. At longer horizons, the models are essentially equivalent. Altering the lag length did not substantially change the results. Obviously, as the lag length increases, the viability of the step-weighting model breaks down. This is especially true for models forecasting monthly variables using daily data.
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INTRA-PERIOD FORECASTING RESULTS
One advantage of MIDAS over time averaging and step weighting is that MIDAS can forecast within periods. Suppose we want to forecast CPI inflation for time t. At the beginning of month t, we have information on CPI inflation for month t -1 and daily interest rate data for month t -1. With this data, we can construct forecasts for the four noted variables, as we did in the previous section. However, because information that may have predictive power-specifically, month-t daily interest rate data-comes in before the end of month t, we can update our forecast of period-t inflation daily throughout the month. Such an intra-period forecasting experiment would include both the gray and blue sections on the Figure 3 timeline, with the latter depicting the intra-period information. 5 One way to perform this intra-period forecasting experiment is to simply include the new observations of the higher-frequency data in the regression. For the dth day of the month, the regression is (8) which has some advantages if we believed there were some within-month calendar effects. Without the third term, equation (8) is identical to the MIDAS regression (7). The third term reflects the effect of the current month's data.
Equation (8) is actually a set of day-dependent forecasting models-we would have a different regression for each day of the month. Another alternative is to make the following restrictions in equation (8): (9) This means that forecasts do not differentiate between current-and past-month data-that is, we do not treat the new data as special. There are additional options; however, we do not explore them here. Generalization to different horizons, again, should be obvious. Table 2 RMSEs from End-of-Period Forecasts, Recursive Table 3 RMSEs from MIDAS Intra-period Forecasts, Rolling Window Tables 3 and 4 show the results from our intraperiod forecasting experiments (with restriction (9) imposed) using a rolling-window scheme and a recursive scheme, respectively. Compared with the results from Tables 1 and 2, those from Tables 3  and 4 show the benefit of including additional intra-period information. Roughly two-thirds of the RMSEs in Tables 3 and 4 are lower than those of the MIDAS forecasts in Tables 1 and 2. In  Tables 3 and 4 , for forecasting CPI inflation with the federal funds rate, the RMSE declines over at least the first two-thirds of the month. A similar result holds for forecasting GDP growth with intra-quarter employment growth. The gain is less apparent for forecasting real variables (IP and employment)-as opposed to nominal variablesusing the daily term spread; here it appears the RMSEs rise when we take into account the term spread late in the month. This may be because information for real variables reacts more slowly to changes in monetary policy.
Figures 6 and 7 further demonstrate these results by showing the change in the RMSEs for forecasts of the four variables over a quarter or month. The x-axis shows the number of months into the quarter or days into the month that the forecast is computed. In Figure 6 , the RMSE for the CPI declines almost monotonically over the current month. This is not true, however, for IP and employment, where the RMSEs decline for early leads but then increase later in the month. For forecasts of one-quarter-ahead GDP, the RMSE across different leads initially declines but then increases slightly. In contrast, Figure 7 shows that the RMSEs for both IP and GDP decline over the given period, whereas the RMSE for employment increases almost monotonically over the month.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Forecasting is important for making policy and financial decisions. In some cases, however, forecasters are often confronted with the problem of mixing data frequencies. Macroeconomic data typically are sampled monthly (e.g., employment, RMSEs for Leads (One-Period-Ahead Forecasts, Rolling Window) CPI, IP) or quarterly (e.g., GDP); financial data (e.g., interest rates, asset prices) typically are sampled daily (or even more frequently). In this paper, we demonstrated some common approaches to the mixed-frequency problem. In particular, we demonstrated time aggregation, which transforms by means of summation-either weighted or unweighted-higher-frequency data to allow standard regression techniques to be used.
For a simple set of experiments, we found that the performances of different time-aggregation approaches vary-that is, there does not appear to be a golden rule. There may be trade-offs between parsimony (i.e., avoiding overfitting) and flexibility at different horizons and for different sets of data. We refer the reader to the extant literature for a more detailed discussion. 6
